
Nonfiction
Finish the Pattern: A
Turn-And-See Book
by Cari Meister
J003.1 Mei
From the days of the week to playing
hopscotch, patterns are all around
you. Keep turning the pages to find
out how your life is full of patterns
and sequences.

How to Apologize
by David LaRochelle
J395.122 LaR
A smile-inducing practical guide
explains how—and how not—
to apologize.

Our Planet! There's No
Place Like Earth
by Stacy McAnulty
J550 McA
Earth shares her life to date, eager to
tell earthlings all about her current
life and her uncertain future.

The Shark Book
by Steve Jenkins
J597.3 Jen
This magnificent celebration of one
of the world's oldest species
explores the lives, habits, and types
of sharks, which have captured our
imaginations and astonished us for
thousands of years.
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Little Blue Truck Makes a
Friend
by Alice Schertle
JP Schertle
When a newcomer arrives at the
farm, Blue knows just what to do to
help his friends, old and new, feel
at home.

Max Can Read!
by Rosemary Wells
JP Wells
After a big package from Uncle
Gyorgy in Bulgaria arrives, Max finds
a clever way to read the instruction
book when no one else can.

The Pigeon Will Ride the
Roller Coaster!
by Mo Willems
JP Willems
Brace yourself for a wild ride with
Pigeon that is filled with twists,
turns, and emotional loop-de-loops.

Regina Is Not a Little
Dinosaur
by Andrea Zuill
JP Zuill
A young dinosaur embarks on an
independent hunt instead of
remaining behind while her mother
is away. She meets other prehistoric
creatures who help her understand
that she is not yet finished growing.
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Picture Books
The Queen of
Kindergarten
by Derrick Barnes
JP Barnes
Wearing a tiara in her freshly braided
hair for the first day of kindergarten,
MJ is reminded of all the good things
she brings to the classroom—
kindness, friendliness, and super
soccer skills!

Twenty Questions
by Mac Barnett
JP Barnett
Posing 20 playful and profound
questions, this delightful invitation
to speculate without limits explores
where the best questions lead—
to stories.

Vivi Loves Science
by Kimberly Derting
JP Derting
In this STEM-themed picture book,
which is part of a series about girls
who love science, Vivi and her
classmates take a field trip to the
ocean and investigate tide pools.

I Want My Book Back
by Viviane Elbee
JP Elbee
When his favorite library book about
dinosaurs has to be returned, Daryl
desperately tries to get his book
back until a clever librarian
encourages him to share his book
and make some new friends along
the way.

Off to See the Sea
by Nikki Grimes
JP Grimes
During a magical bath time, the
faucet flows like a waterfall, the
bathroom floor is a distant shore,
and toy boats sail against the waves.
An imagination-fueled adventure on
the high seas is just what it takes to
get clean.

Hey, Bruce!: An
Interactive Book
by Ryan T. Higgins
JP Higgins
Bruce the bear is at the mercy of
Rupert, Thistle, and Nibs, the fun-
loving mice in his begrudgingly
expansive family, as he follows their
increasingly silly instructions.

My Monster and Me
by Nadiya Hussain
JP Hussain
A little boy's worry monster
complicates his friendships and
decisions, before a supportive family
member offers comfort and counsel.

The Sour Grape
by Jory John
JP John
Holding a bunch of grudges, Sour
Grape finds the tables turned when
a friend holds a grudge against him,
making him realize how unfair
grudges can be.

Fluffy McWhiskers:
Cuteness Explosion
by Stephen W. Martin
JP Martin
Fluffy, a kitten, is so adorable that
when anyone sees her they
spontaneously explode into balls of
sparkles and fireworks, so she hides
where no one can find her.

One-osaurus,
Two-osaurus
by Kim Norman
JP Norman
Nine dinosaurs in comical poses
play a counting game as they look
for the missing tenth dinosaur.

Farming Strong, All Year
Long
by Sherri Duskey Rinker
JP Rinker
Told in rhyming text, six farm
vehicles work through all the
seasons, from spring planting to
building a barn to protect the
animals in winter.

Let's Clean up the Forest!
by Amy Krause Rosenthal
JP Rosenthal
Uh-oh! Uni and the little girl find a
trail of candy wrappers on the forest
floor. These don't belong here!
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